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Treat the kids to an Easter getaway with cracking deals at Bunn Leisure
The Easter bunny is on its way – and there are cracking deals at Bunn Leisure, where
school holiday breaks* start at just £250.
The West Sussex holiday park, located on the
stunning Selsey peninsula and boasting its own milelong beach, is the perfect destination for a getaway
packed with family fun.
Bunn Leisure’s Easter breaks run between March 27
and April 10, so you can grab a mid-week or weekend
break to suit any schedule.
With free access to Bunn Leisure’s jam-packed
entertainment programme, children’s activities and
splashing fun at the Oasis Leisure complex, an Easter
break doesn’t have to break the bank.
Children and nostalgic adults can enjoy cult TV characters Zippy and George who are
appearing on dates throughout the Easter holidays in their brand new theatre show Rainbow
Live. There’s also Bunn Leisure’s own family pantomime, Dick Whittington – oh yes there is!
In the evenings, sit back and enjoy the entertainment in the 2,000-capacity Embassy venue with
rd

a host of great acts. Bootleg Blondie will be performing on Friday, April 3 , followed by Steve
th

Steinman’s Meat Loaf Story on Saturday 4 and spectacular touring stage show A Night of Dirty
th

Dancing on Sunday 5 .
There’s plenty for the youngsters to do
thanks to the three children’s clubs and
teenager clubs which are jam packed full of
fun activities such as arts and crafts, dance
workshops and fun hunts. If that’s not
enough, little ones can meet and celebrate
their Easter Holidays with Bunn Leisure’s
very own ‘Bunni Family’, lovable cuddly
costume characters in their very own stage
shows and activities all designed with little
ones in mind.

Football-crazy kids can get expert tips from UEFAqualified coaches at sessions run by PASS Soccer
School. And there’s live wresting and a chance to learn
some moves with Revolution Pro Wrestling.
For those who venture off the site, there are plenty of
Easter activities in the local area to get stuck in to.
Marwell Zoo will be hosting its annual ‘Eggstravaganza’
wild egg hunt from April 3-6 and children can meet the
Easter bunny at Parham House and Gardens on April 5
and 6.
Just down the road is the maritime city of Portsmouth with its famous 170-metre tall Spinnaker
Tower. For the Easter holidays the tower offers great joint ticket deals – so enjoy the beautiful
views of the city and then spend the rest of the day at Portsmouth’s Historic Dockyard, visiting
the Mary Rose Museum, HMS Victory, HMS Warrior and more.
Southsea’s Blue Reef Aquarium also makes a great day out and offers exclusive Easter events
such as hands-on workshops for the children.
Sunny Selsey is just as beautiful in April as it is at
the height of summer thanks to Bunn Leisure’s
£17million beach and the neighbouring nature
reserves, perfect for family days out and peaceful
walks along the coast.
Bunn Leisure has four holiday villages to choose
from – West Sands at the heart of the action,
White Horse Park for families with young children who want a quieter stay, top-of-the-range
Green Lawns with more space to unwind and Warner Farm, which has 250 pitches for touring
caravans, motor homes and tents with prices starting from just £40 per night for a standard
pitch.
There is also a choice of luxury holiday cottages which sleep between six and 12 people – pick
one with unrivalled views of the sea. Wherever you choose, the Bunni Express Land train and
courtesy bus is an easy way to get around the park.
Bunn Leisure knows how to make holidays fun, which is why it’s won top prizes in Tourism
South East’s Beautiful South Awards for Excellence for four years running and received an
award for partnership excellence by industry giant Hoseasons in 2014.
Visit www.bunnleisure.co.uk or call 01243 606080 for more information or to book.
*School holiday dates may vary.
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For further information please visit
www.bunnleisure.co.uk or contact:
Rayne Webster-Tait, Bunn Leisure, 01243 606080
To view Bunn Leisure’s online brochure click here.

